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specificity of signaling proteins. The PDZ domain is a typical
structural domain of 80-90 amino-acids found in the signaling
proteins of microscopic organisms, yeast, plants, viruses, and
animals. Moreover, most PDZ domains have a conserved 3D
fold made of six β strands and two α helices. PDZ domains
can bind to the C-terminal peptides of various proteins and
act as a glue, grouping distinctive protein complexes together,
focusing on particular proteins and routing these proteins in
signaling pathway. These domains are classified into classes
I, II and III, contingent upon their binding accomplices and
the nature of bonds framed.

Abstract
PDZ domains are a standout amongst the most ordinarily
discovered protein-protein connection domains in organisms
from bacteria to people. These domains are classified into
classes I, II and III, contingent upon their binding accomplices
and the type of bonds that have been framed. PDZ domains
comprise of around 80 to 90 amino acids and distinguished as
a locale of taxonomy homology among a varied list of
signaling proteins. They have been presented to act as key
players that are required in various diseases intervened with
the PDZ domain connections; they contain ranging from cystic
fibrosis to cancer. In this investigation, we concentrated on the
taxonomy of PDZ domains as Class I or II given the primary
sequence of the PDZ domains. We utilized the Hidden Markov
Model and in view of the domain's essential amino acid
successions in helping PDZ domain taxonomy. We assemble
our model utilizing a data set which contains 115 interesting
human and mice PDZ domains. Three models of emission
matrices are investigated utilizing a unigram, bigram, and
trigram of amino acid. Our model achieves the high forecast
precision of PDZ domain classes with an accuracy of
(83.25%).

A few endeavors [1-4] have been made to arrange PDZ
domains as well as their ligands. The most generally utilized
taxonomy framework depends on the successions of Cterminal peptide ligands. The last three or four amino acid
residues are normally considered and two fundamental
classes are characterized. This yields the signatures
(S/T)xΦCOOH as class I and ΦxΦCOOH as class II. This
PDZ domain characterization (class I and class II) depends
on the interaction between ligand position - 2 and the residue
situated at the N-terminal end of the αB-helix (position αB:1)
of the PDZ domain: class I is controlled by a polar residue
(for the most part histidine) while class II contains
predominantly hydrophobic amino acid. Generally, PDZ
domain taxonomy can be drawn approach from either a
structure or taxonomy based forecasts. Despite the fact that,
structural based techniques can give an in-depth
comprehension of PDZ binding, these strategies can be
plagued by low throughput and high cost. Moreover, they
frequently give an indication into a solitary or few PDZ
domains, giving less concentration to the role of point
mutations in PDZ taxonomy, upstream and downstream
successions with respect to the PDZ binding motif, and in
addition the correct PDZ domain cutoffs that influence ligand
affinity.

INTRODUCTION
Protein-protein interactions participate mainly in signal
transduction, formation of functional protein complexes and
protein modification. One of the most common protein
interaction domains in the cell is PDZ domain [1-3]. PDZ is
an acronym consolidating the main letters of three proteins
post-synaptic density protein (PSD95), Drosophila disc large
tumor suppressor (Dlg1), and Zonula occludens-1 protein
(zo-1).The interactions of PDZ domain indicated that they
involved in numerous diseases that include cystic fibrosis and
cancer [4-6]. They have been presented to act as key players
required in various diseases mediated with the PDZ domain
connections they contain going from cystic fibrosis to cancer.
The PDZ domains, among other about 70 particular
acknowledgment domains, are essential on the grounds that
they are included in the development of multi-cellular
organisms by building cell polarity, coordination of the
intercellular signaling framework and coordinating the

Many recent approaches [18-23] group PDZ domains from
several species into one category, or even worse, group amino
acids into pseudo categories, thus the features that are
responsible of PDZ domain classification have less concern.
These approaches were built on this model as a pilot for their
future work. However, they also focused less on multi species
domain structure function relationships and machine learning
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techniques. At last, their approach in utilizing these already
accessible outcomes amplified the model into a positionspecific scoring medium in light of the essential succession
of both the 82 mouse PDZ domains and 93peptides encoded
in the mouse proteome.

machine learning approaches to classify the PDZ domains
[18-23]. However, in many studies, several species were
grouped into one category many of or group amino acids into
pseudo categories, this will provide less interest on features
that are responsible for PDZ domain classifications. Most
works in the literatures are focused on predicting various
peptide interactions, with different levels of classification
rates. MacBeath lab [24-25] has produced the two published
works that in this field. lthough the underlying correct
forecast rate has been just 48%, and correct negative
expectation for those domains that do not connect at 88%,
they based on this model as an antecedent for their future
work. Be that as it may, they also focused less on multispecies domain structure function associations and highlight
extraction strategies. However, feature extraction techniques
were not intensively investigated. Eventually, the position of
primary sequence of amino acids approach extended the
model using scoring matrix based on the primary sequence of
both the 82 mouse PDZ domains and 93 peptides encoded in
the mouse proteome. Kalyoncu et al [26] used a
computational approach using primary sequence data for the
classification and prediction of binding interactions of PDZ
domains. They focused in feature extraction for the binary
sequence and the built a feature vector that is based on bigram
and trigram frequency from PDZ domain amino acid primary
sequences. Then, they fed their classifier (random forest) with
extracted features. They have achieved an impressive
classification rate that is above 90% when using trigrams for
classification. Similar scores in predicting PDZ domain
interactions were achieved. Since the dataset which used in
the experiment was imbalanced dataset, they used resampling
with replacement. However, the role of amino acid which
would be played in the classification was not clear in which
that was the major drawback of their study. Specificity map
of PDZ domain was presented by Tonikian et al [27], they
found that PDZ domain can be categorized into 16 unique
classes from a database of only 72 PDZ domain members.
Also, the idea of domain mutational effects was introduced in
the peptide binding prediction. In Shao et al [28], a
classification of PDZ domain from primary sequence was
presented using a regression based model. It showed that
peptide PDZ binding can be computationally quantified.
Instead of generating a simple prediction of binding. The
achieved score that is related to area under curve (AUC) was
0.88 using 23 different PDZ domains. Likewise, Wiedemann
et al [29] presented a quantitative model for three PDZ
domains; they developed a model based on parameters for
ligand affinity prediction within a rational design framework
of high affinity binders. Similarly, proposed an approach for
predicting binding affinity from complexes of PDZ domains
and small peptides was proposed by Roberts et al [30]. In
[21], Wavelet transform of amino acid properties was
proposed and the results were obtained using neural network.
The purpose of our work is mainly focused on PDZ domain
classification aimed at understanding the critical features for the
correct class. In this study, we propose HMM method for PDZ
domain classification by using only the primary amino acid
sequence information.

The motivation behind our work is for the most part centered
around PDZ domain taxonomy gone for understanding the
basic elements and taxonomies motifs in charge of correct
taxonomy. We proposed a strategy for PDZ domain
taxonomy by utilizing just the essential amino acid taxonomy
data from 115 extraordinary human and mouse PDZ domains
utilizing Hidden Morkov Model HMM. HMM has been used
in numerous temporal recognition applications including
speech, handwriting, gesture, and bioinformatics. HMM is
the process of moving from one state then onto the next, the
likelihood of each consequent state depends just on what was
the past state:
Set of states: {s1,s2,,sN}

P(sik | si1 , si 2 ,, sik 1 )  P(sik | sik 1 )

(1)

In the context PDZ classification problem we have two
classes that are formed from combinations of amino acids:

AGVILFPYMTSHNQWRKDEC
The problem is now for a given the sequence of amino acids
(protein) what is the probability of this sequence to be class I
or class II. Our goal is to develop an approach based on
computational methods that would allow PDZ domain
classification problem to rely on natural amino acid
sequences. To be more specific, HMM gives a solution for
the PDZ domain classification problem. We will study
pseudo-amino acid designation (two classes). We will also
extend the study to cover the bigrams and trigrams of the 20
amino acids composing the PDZ domain primary sequences.
The key elements of HMM are, the observed sequence
(protein), transition matrix of the states and the emission
matrix for unigram, bigram and trigram of the protein
sequence.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 will
cover the studies that are related to PDZ domain. The
methodology of HMM will be discussed in section 3. In
section 4, we will show the experimental results. The paper
will end with conclusions in section 5.

LITERATURE REVIEW
PDZ domain classification problem can be solved from either
a structure of the protein or the sequence of amino acids [710]. The drawbacks of the structure based methods are low
throughput and high cost [11-14]. More recently, several
groups have started work on primary sequence based
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observation (or emission) matrix. For the observation matrix,
represented by P(Yt|St), can be modeled in different ways such
as a Gaussian distribution, mixture of Gaussian, or a neural
network. HMMs can be augmented to allow for input variables.
An HMM, for the most part, comprises of the accompanying
five segments where the initial two portray the structure of the
model and the last three the parameters:

METHODOLOGY
Hidden Markov model (HMM) is computational tool that
model the sequence of observations into probability
distributions. It has been used extensively for many
applications like speech applications [31], face identification
[32], lip and speech-reading [33], optical character recognition
[34] and time DNA modeling [35]. The purpose behind this
extensive variety of uses is the rich numerical structure the
HMMs are based on, yielding ideal outcomes if utilized
appropriately. The Hidden Markov model gets its name from
two characterizing properties. In the first place, it expects that
the perception at time t was created by some procedure whose
state St is hidden from the observer. Second, it accept that the
condition of this shrouded procedure fulfills the Markov
property: that is, given the esteem of S(t-1), the present state St is
free of the considerable number of states preceding t – 1. As it
were, the detail in some time typifies all we have to think about
the historical backdrop of the procedure so as to foresee the
eventual fate of the procedure. The yields likewise fulfill a
Markov property as for the state: given St, Yt is free of the states
and perceptions at all other time records. Taken together, these
Markov properties implies that the joint probability of a
succession of states and perceptions considered in the
accompanying path:

(a) A set of S states, S1,S2,….,ST
(b) A distinct observation symbols D {d1,d2,….dD}.
(c) The transition probability matrix; where, for qt
representing the state visited at time t
P = Pr(qt+1 = Sj|qt =Si)
(d) The emission probabilities for each state Si and d in D.
rid = Pr(Si emits symbol d)
(e) An initial distribution vector π = (πi), πi= Pr(q1=Si).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As mentioned earlier an HMM consists of hidden states and
emissions emitted from those states. The PDZ classification at
a particular position in the protein sequence depends on the
PDZ classification found at the previous state. In the
experiment, we retrieved a total of 115 PDZ domains from
human and/or mouse for classification and categorization. The
beginning and end of PDZ domain designations were made in
accordance with published UniProt annotations, or as they were
reported in retrieved datasets [27,35,36]. The dataset consisted
of 78 sequences of Class I, and 37 sequences Class II domains.
The dataset was based on PDZ domains retrieved from
PDZBase [37], and publications by Kalyoncu et al. [36],
Tonikian et al.[27] and Stiffler et al. [33]. Also the dataset has
been tested by algorithms in [20-21].

P (S1:T,Y1:T) = P (S1) P(Y1|S1) ∏Tt=2 P(St|St−1)P(Yt|St)
(1)
The notation X1:T means X1…XT. The joint probability in (1)
can be drawn graphically as shown in Figure1.

When constructing a statistical model such as HMM algorithm,
it is important to have enough data. If the dataset used to train
the algorithm is too small the problem of interest might not be
described by the model since it does not contain all information
needed. The test set is supposed to be independent of the model
constructed. Thus the model’s performance can be tested on the
test set. The full database containing the PDZ domains, their
reported classification. The data was split into training and
testing sets. In the training phase, we used 90% of dataset, while
the remaining 10% was considered for testing. The emission
matrix was formed from the training set. The classification
results were reported by running the previous experiment 100
times for random selections of training and test sets.

Figure 1. A Bayesian network specifying conditional
independent relations for a Hidden Markov model.
Figure (1), known as a Bayesian network, belief network,
probabilistic graphical model, or probabilistic independence
network, demonstrates the conditions between the factors in the
model. Every variable is spoken to by a node in the graph; every
node gets immediate circular segments from nodes which it is
restrictively on in the factorization of the joint conveyances. A
third suspicion of the concealed Markov model is that the
shrouded state variable is discrete: St can go up against K values
which we will mean by the whole numbers {1… K} that
represent the available classes in PDZ domain problem.
The probability distribution over sequence of observations is
specified by: (1) initial state P(S1), (2) the K×K state transition
matrix P(St|St−1) and (3) the output model (emission matrix)
P(Yt|St). HMM assumes that model is time invariant in which
the state transition matrices and output models are independent
of t. If the observations are discrete which can take one of L
values, the output model can be obtained through a K×L

A HMM has two important matrices that hold its parameters.
The first is the HMM transition matrix, which contains the
probabilities of switching from one state to another. The second
important matrix is the HMM emission matrix, which holds the
probabilities of amino acid in each position of the protein. The
classification results were obtained by considering the cases
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according the number amino acid used in the emission matrix:
1- Single amino acid (unigram)
2- Two amino acid (bigram).
3- Three amino acid (trigram).

The probability of occurrences of each amino acid (case1) in
both classes is represented by the emission matrix (see figures
2, 3). Here we have 20 elements for each class in the emission
matrix. While Figures 3 and 4 shows the probabilities for case
2. There would be 400 combinations of amino acid that will be
represented in the emission matrix, the brighter regions (refer
to figure 4 and 5) are the more likely to appear in the sequences.
In case 3, the emission matrix will composed from 8000
elements for each class.

Figure 5. Bigram occurrences in class II (case 2)
In case 1, the probability of occurrences of amino acid in the
protein sequence are almost the same for both classes. The most
frequent amino acid for class 1 and 2 is G while the lease
frequent is W for both classes. The statics for case 2 and case 3
are shown in Table 1 and 2 respectively.

Table 1: Statistic of case 2

Figure 2. Amino acid probability in class I (case 1)

Figure 3. Amino acid probability in class II (case 1)

Occurrences

Class 1

Class 2

Most frequent

GG

GL

Never
appeared

WV,WI,WL

YA, WV,WI

NF, WF,CF

YL,WL,FF

WP,CP,YY

YF,NF,WF

HY,WY,CY

CF,HP,WP

WM,WT,WS

FY,PY,YY

WN,CN,WQ

MY,WY,WM

IW,FW,YW

CM,WT,YS

MW,SW,HW

HH,WH,KH

NW,WW,RW

CH,FN,WN

KW,DW,CW

AW,VW,IW

WK,MC,HC

FW,PW,YW
TW,NW,QW
WW,RW,KW
EW,CW,MD
WD,CD,VC
WC,EC,CC

Figure 4. Bigram occurrences in class I (case 2)
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Occurred only
in one class

CP,HY,CY

YA,YL,FF

WS,CN,WQ

YF,HP,FY

MW,SW,HW

PY,MY,CM

DW,WK,MC

YS,HH,WH

HC

KH,CH,FN

In Table 3 we show the steps of HMM to calculate the
probability of each stat for two Amin acids. The state
probability was performed for case 1 and for a given transition
matrix
class I

class II

Transmission matrix (A) = class I

0.8

0.2

class II

0.2

0.8

AW,VW,PW
TW,QW,EW

Assuming that the initial probabilities of class I and class II are
0.5. This process will be repeated to all amino acid presented
in the protein sequence. The sequence of (AG) is classified as
class 1 since its probability (0.00564) is higher than class 2
(0.0028).

MD,WD,CD
VC,WC,EC
CC

Table 3: HMM steps to calculate the state probability
X

Table 2: Statistics of case 3
Occurrences

Class 1

Class 2

Most frequent

GGG

GGL

A

𝑺𝒄𝒍𝒂𝒔𝒔𝟏

G
P(G|class1)=0.118
P(class1|class1)=0.8

Occurred only
in one class

CPP, HYY,

YAA,YLL

CYY,WSS,

FFF,YFF

CNN,WQQ

HPP,FYY

MWW,SWW,

PYY,MYY

HWW,DWW,

CMM,YSS

WKK,MCC

HHH,WHH

HCC

KHH,CHH

P(A |class1) =
0.0375*0.188*0.8=0.00564
0.075
P(class1) = 0.5
P(class1|class2)=0.2
𝑆𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠1,1=
0.075*0.5=0.0375

𝑺𝒄𝒍𝒂𝒔𝒔𝟐

FNN,AWW

0.031*0.118*0.2=0.0007316

𝑺𝒄𝒍𝒂𝒔𝒔𝟏,𝟐 =0.00564

P(G|class2)=0.115
P(class2|class1)=0.2

VWW,PWW
P(A |class2) =

QWW,EWW

0.2*0.0375*0.115=0.0008625

0.062

MDD,WDD

P(class2) = 0.5

CDD,VCC

P(class2|class2)=0.8
0.031*0.8*0.115=0.002852

WCC,ECC

𝑆𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠2,1

CCC

=0.062*0.5=0.031

𝑺𝒄𝒍𝒂𝒔𝒔𝟐,𝟐 =0.002852

We reported the classification rate for four different transition
matrices: the transition between class 1 and class 2 are assumed
to be a) 0.5, b) 0.2, c) 0.1 and d) 0.05.
The averaged classification error for 100 iterations is shown in
Table 4. The minimum classification error (0.35) was achieved
in case 2 for transition =0.95. This error is quite considerable
because the probabilities of occurrences of amino acid are
almost the same for both classes.
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Table 4: error rate using HMM

Table 7: error rate (fusion of state probabilities)

error rate
a

b

C

D

case 1

0.52

0.49

0.43

0.44

case 2

0.40

0.41

0.40

0.35

case 3

0.45

0.41

0.42

0.36

The decision of classification problem was made at the last state
T. We tested the decision at each state (1 to T) and reported the
final decision based on voting process. The decision will be
class 1 if the decision of class 1 in all states is more than class
2 and viscera for class 2. The classification error was improved
in all cases (see table 5).

c

0.4842 0.3367

0.3317

0.2983

case 2

0.2517 0.1625

0.1650

0.1683

case 3

0.2683

0.1642

18.59

[37]

28.49

[20]

25.90

Our method

16.75

D

case 1

0.1617

[21]

This study aims to classify PDZ domain as Class I or II based
on a given sequence of amino acid. Hidden markov model was
constructed by using interaction dataset (consists of 115 unique
human and mouse PDZ domain). We predicted the classes of
PDZ domain with accuracies of (83.25%) when no transition
among states. With this highly enquiring result, this study could
be an important step in the automated prediction of PDZ
domain classes.

error rate
b

Classification error (%)

CONCLUSION

Table 5: error rate (voting process)

a

method
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